Many studies have examined tactile perception and simple auditory perception in the blind, but none have previously investigated the neural basis of musical ability in this group. This topic is of particular interest because it has been suggested that early blind individuals may possess advanced musical skills (such as absolute pitch). Presumably, these skills could be the result of neural plasticity. It has been hard to empirically assess this claim because of the difficulty in recruiting an adequate number of subjects for use in a conventional paradigm. In the present paper, we report data from a congenitally blind musician, subject ML. Behavioral tests show that she possessed absolute pitch abilities that were similar to those of a reference group of AP musicians with normal vision. To examine the neural basis of her abilities we then tested subject ML and five control subjects using an fMRI paradigm. A regions-of-interest analysis found that similar areas (the right secondary auditory cortex, left IFG, left SMG) were activated in ML and the control subjects, to a similar degree, in response to music processing. However, ML showed additional activations in left parietal association cortices and extrastriate regions of the occipital lobe. Subject ML's data are consistent with a vast body of literature on blindness-induced plasticity. They extend these findings by demonstrating that cortical plasticity may underlie special musical skills as well. These data illustrate the potential value of case studies to investigate particularly rare phenotypes.
Introduction
Music has often been postulated as an area of advanced competence in blind individuals, perhaps due to high profile individuals such as Ray Charles and Stevie Wonder. It is plausible that this musical expertise arises from a learninginduced alteration in neural structures that is enhanced in part by the deprivation of sight and the subsequent reliance on audition. A substantial body of literature has been devoted to understanding this type of plasticity and the complex interplay that occurs between the negative impact of sensory deprivation and the simultaneous, compensatory, expansion of other brain regions.
Animal studies of visual deprivation have shown that changes occur both subcortically (e.g., in the superior colliculus [24, 37] and lateral geniculate nucleus [20, 23] ) as well as in the primary and secondary visual cortices [5, 22] .
Further, functional studies of brain activity in early blind humans show that regions normally involved in visual association (including accessory visual cortex and parietal association areas) may be recruited to process both tactile [6,9,29 -31,36] and auditory [1, 16, 17] stimuli. Plasticity has also been observed throughout the auditory pathway of both visually deprived animals [12, 14, 25, 28] and early blind humans [6, 17, 26, 36] . While these studies elucidate some heightened auditory skills in blind individuals (e.g., enhanced spatial localization), relatively few paradigms have examined auditory processing as compared to somatosensory or visual systems. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, no studies have addressed the functional plasticity associated with musical expertise in the blind.
Previously [27] , we used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to study the neural networks involved in intervalic pitch perception (i.e., the determination of frequency relationships) in musicians who were possessors or non-possessors of absolute pitch (AP or NAP). We hypothesized that differences in the auditory cortex may account for the basic, perceptual differences between AP and NAP musicians. Indeed, AP subjects demonstrated a highly consistent pattern of activation that was distinct from that of NAP subjects in the right auditory cortex. Additional activations were found in the left supramarginal gyrus (SMG) and the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG).
The consistency of the pattern of activations in AP subjects led us to ask the question: would similar areas be recruited by early blind musicians who also possessed absolute pitch? If blind individuals with AP did not share the same auditory activation, it would suggest that a rearrangement of functional regions had caused them to develop this distinct phenotype. Alternatively, if early blind individuals shared similar basic activations with other AP musicians but also showed new activations not present in our previous study, it would suggest that these individuals may recruit additional cortical areas for musical processing when there is deprivation of a major sensory modality.
Unfortunately, it would be difficult to address this question in a conventional manner. Historically, the majority of studies that have investigated functional plasticity have used PET imaging, which requires a relatively large number of subjects per group. To recruit an adequate number of subjects with a specialized skill from within what is already a very small subset of the population would be prohibitve (consider that the prevalence of AP is estimated to be ϳ1/10,000 [2] and the prevalence of early blindness in the United States is probably less than 1/1,000 (see www. cdc.gov/ncbddd/); thus, if they were independent phenomena the overall prevalence would be ϳ1/10,000,000; given the most liberal estimate of dependence (cf. [38] ), it would still be less than 1/5,000). Fortunately, the development of fMRI techniques has now made it possible to investigate functional activation in single subjects. While it is difficult to make broad conclusions based on a single individual, such data may still yield important insights into otherwise inaccessible phenomena.
In this paper, we used fMRI to investigate the neural basis of exceptional musical skills in a congenitally blind musician, subject ML. Our goal was to determine whether she used the same neural substrates during the performance of a specific, higher-order, musical task as subjects of similar ability but with normal vision. We used the same paradigm that we had tested previously with AP and NAP musicians. Briefly, this paradigm involved listening to five note sequences and naming them according to the rules of "moveable do" solfeggio. There was no visual stimulation and the control subjects had been asked to keep their eyes closed during all imaging conditions. The solfeggio task was chosen because it explicitly isolates the process of identifying the relationship between frequency stimuli without regard for the absolute frequency of the tones. It is important to emphasize that both AP possessors and nonpossessors must be skilled at such comparisons if they are to be successful musicians. This is true because music is fundamentally based on the relationships between notes rather than on the specific frequency values, per se. For example, different orchestras may tune to different frequency values of "A." Similarly, the correct frequency of the note "F#" will differ for non-keyboard instruments depending on the key of the piece. Another example of the essential nature of relative tuning is in choral music: because choirs typically go flat as a piece progresses, it is imperative that musicians sing notes that are correctly tuned to their peers rather than to any absolute values. Thus, the ability to recognize the frequency of tones may be seen as an additional skill found in AP possessors-however, both AP and NAP musicians must develop a refined sense of relative pitch as well (cf. [3] ). "Moveable Do" solfeggio is a natural extension of this skill with which all of our subjects were familiar.
In the current study, we were specifically interested in the three significant areas of activation found previously (the right secondary auditory cortex, left IFG, left SMG) and other cortical regions that are known, based on previous research, to be recruited specially by blind individuals performing sensory tasks (i.e., polymodal areas in the parietal lobe, and extrastriate cortex in the occipital lobe).
Materials and methods

Subjects
The subject, ML, was an eighteen year old, right handed, congenitally anophthalmic/microphthalmic woman. Since birth, she has had minimal residual light sensation in her right eye and no vision in her left eye. She began musical training in performance at age 3 and had nine years of experience on the trumpet (her primary instrument) and an additional 8 years of experience on the piano. She began studying music theory at age 6 and had a total of 10 years experience in the field. ML reported possessing AP and could not recall a time in life when she did not. She was aware of the experimental paradigm and signed a voluntary consent form for her participation.
Data from AP subjects with normal vision in the original experiment [27] were used for reference. The five subjects (4 male, 5 RH) had an average age of 37 Ϯ 11 years (range 19 -49) with an average of 26 Ϯ 10 years of experience on their primary instrument and 17 Ϯ 15 years of experience in music theory.
Design and procedure
AP test
In order to determine whether or not ML had true AP, she was administered a standard note naming test. The test required subjects to name 30 sinusoid tones and 30 piano tones (each of which were presented in three blocks of ten) that were played in rapid succession (note duration ϭ 500 ms; inter-stimulus interval ϭ 2000 ms). Sinusoid tones were generated using SoundEdit II for the Macintosh. Piano tones were generated using the "Piano 1" setting of a Roland JV-50 synthesizer. Notes ranged from C2-C7 (65-2092 Hz) and were pseudo-randomly selected such that no note values repeated within a 5 note span and no successive notes were within 9 whole steps of each other. Stimuli were presented via Psyscope software [8] with an identical script for all subjects. Subjects were asked to respond with the note name (e.g., "C" or "F#") but were not required to identify the note octave. Subjects were qualified as possessing AP if their overall accuracy exceeded 80%.
fMRI task
For the experimental condition subjects were required to perform an analytical task that is familiar to most musicians-"moveable do" solfeggio (see Fig. 1 ). This task is designed to isolate the process of intervalic pitch perception-i.e., the ability to recognize the relationship between different frequencies without regard for their absolute values. For the reasons described above this skill is essential to musical processing and it is known to be possessed by both AP and NAP subjects. Each stimulus consisted of a five note musical sequence. For each sequence subjects were required to designate the first note as "do"-irrespective of its absolute frequency-and to label the subsequent four notes based on their scalar relationship to the tonic. Stimuli were divided into three levels of difficulty according to basic principles of music theory. Easy sequences consisted primarily of notes drawn from the major, diatonic, scale. Medium sequences were taken from the natural minor scale with relatively little mixture. Hard sequences were modeled after the rules of post-tonal theory and consisted of large, dissonant intervals with a high degree of chromaticism. Sequences were distributed equally across all keys such that the note value of "do," the first note in each sequence, varied at random. The stimuli were piano tones, as described in section B above.
The control task was an auditory test that was similar to the experimental task in every regard except that subjects were required to compare stimuli to each other without the use of any tonal information. To do this, five "pink" noise bursts were created, all of which had the same central frequency but differed in their spectral power distribution. A labeling system was created that was similar to the solfeggio scale ("bah," "dah," "fo," "kah," and "nay"), and the first note of every sequence was always "bah" (as the first note of every tonal sequence was "do"). Additionally, each sequence was shifted up or down by up to one whole step in pitch in order to simulate the experimental effect of different keys. Therefore, as in the experimental condition, rather than having subjects identify fixed entities, the emphasis of the task remained on determining their relative relationships. Subjects were trained on performance of the control task for approximately two hours in advance of the experiment, until they were both comfortable and proficient in their performance of the task. It was our goal to match performance on the control task to that of the medium solfeggio condition.
In direct comparison, the experimental and control conditions were matched in terms of primary auditory processing, short term memory, decision making, and naming of stimuli, thereby isolating the processes involved in assessing pitch relationships. Thus, subtraction of subject activation during the performance of the control task from subject activation during the performance of the musical tasks should reveal those regions of the brain that are involved in understanding the relationship between pitches. Fig. 1 . Using "moveable-do" solfeggio, subjects were asked to label the first tone of each sequence as "do," and label the subsequent four notes according to their relationship to the tonic. A sample scale and representative sequences are shown in the key of "C," though sequences were evenly distributed in all 12 keys. Easy sequences consisted primarily of notes from the major, diatonic, scale. Medium sequences were drawn from the natural minor scale with relatively little mixture. Hard sequences were modeled after the rules of post-tonal theory and consisted of large, dissonant, intervals, with a high degree of chromaticism.
The timing of sequences was identical for both musical and control tasks. The note duration was 300 ms and the interval between notes was 200 ms. Each sequence was repeated once (i.s.i. ϭ 1700 ms) and, following the second playing, subjects were given a brief period to respond (t ϭ 2300 ms). Stimuli were presented in pseudo-random block order (1 block ϭ 2 sequences) such that the different tasks (E, M, H, C) appeared with equal frequency in each position. Subjects were given one practice run, in magnet, in order to accustom themselves to the unfamiliar environment and additional background noise. Stimuli were played from Psyscope using a script that was identical for all subjects and were presented to the subjects through tight fitting headphones that were designed to minimize the sounds inherent to EPI imaging. Also, to the extent that background noise was perceived by the subjects, it was present to an equal extent in both musical and control tasks.
Eight scanning sequences (total length ϭ 229 s; task length ϭ 222 s) were conducted during which fMRI data were collected. In order to reduce motion artifact, subjects were asked to covertly state all responses. Following completion of the last scan, an additional run was conducted verbally, outside of the magnet, in order to determine performance accuracy.
fMRI specifications
Functional MRI scans were obtained and data were analyzed using image processing and statistical methods specifically adopted for fMRI. Gradient echo, echo planar imaging was used (repetition time (TR) ϭ 1725 ms; echo time (TE) ϭ 45 ms; flip angle ϭ 60°) on a 1.5 Tesla GE magnet. Eight slices were acquired (thickness ϭ 8 mm; interslice interval ϭ 1 mm; 128 images per slice) in an axial orientation, parallel to the AC-PC plane, with the sixth slice aligned to the top of the corpus callosum (in plane resolution 1.56 ϫ 3.12 mm). Functional images were co-aligned with a high-resolution anatomic scan taken in the same session (two dimensional spin echo sequence; TR ϭ 500 ms; TE ϭ 13 ms; number of excitations ϭ 2; matrix 256 ϫ 192 voxels).
Data analysis
Data were motion corrected using SPM software (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). Activation from each musical condition was compared to the noise condition to generate parametric maps of activation for each subject; additionally, a comparison was made between the average musical activation and the noise condition. A detailed description of the statistical software package may be found in Skudlarski et al. [32] .
For control subjects, activation maps and structural images were transformed into Talairach Space [34] and an average composite image was generated. Fig. 2 provides a scout view illustrating the exact location of Talairach slices.
A region of interest analysis (ROI) was also performed. ROIs were defined in standard Talairach space and were determined by a radiologist before the experiment was conducted. The secondary auditory cortex ROI was the anterior superior and middle inferior aspect of the superior temporal gyrus. The ROI was 15 voxels wide, and an average of 12 voxels deep extending inferior through 2 slices. The IFG ROI was 20 voxels wide, and an average of 8 voxels deep, extending inferior through 3 slices. The SMG ROI was 20 voxels wide, and an average of 15 voxels deep, extending inferior through 4 slices. The angular gyrus ROI was 20 voxels wide. The ROI was an average of 10 voxels deep, extending inferior through 3 slices. The extrastriate ROI consisted of BA 18 and 19, was 35 voxels wide, an average of 15 voxels deep, and extended through 6 slices. The summed signal intensity of all activated voxels was calculated for each ROI and values were compared between subject ML and the five reference subjects using Sokal's transformed t test for comparing a single specimen to a sample 1 [33] . 1 On pg. 230 of his text, Sokal explains the procedure for comparing a single data point to a sample. t-values are calculated using the following formula:
where Y 1 is the single specimen, Y 2 is the sample mean, s 2 is the sample standard deviation, n 2 is the sample size, and the degrees of freedom are equal to n 2 Ϫ1. According to the null hypothesis being tested (i.e., that both the single specimen and the sample come from similar populations), 1 and 2 (the population means), are also deemed identical. 
Results
AP test
ML correctly responded to 59 of the 60 stimuli on the AP test (X ϭ .983), thus corroborating her claim that she possessed AP. Control subjects performed at an average of .90 Ϯ .07 (range .84 -1.00). This difference was not statistically significant (transformed t test [33] ; t(4) ϭ 1.1, n.s.), suggesting that ML had absolute pitch capabilities that were similar to those of the reference AP subjects.
Behavioral data
ML performed at .98, .76, and .50 for the easy, medium, and hard conditions (compared to .88 Ϯ .11, .76 Ϯ .23, and .37 Ϯ .16 for the other AP musicians). These differences were not statistically significant (t(4) ϭ .83; t(4) ϭ .031; t(4) ϭ .76), suggesting that ML performed similarly to the seeing AP subjects in the "moveable do" solfeggio task that was performed in the scanner. In the control task, ML performed at .48 (compared to .43 Ϯ .04 for the rest of the AP musicians).This difference was not statistically significant (transformed t test; t(4) ϭ 1.43). Fig. 3 is a composite map for the reference group showing the average activations for the musical task (red/yellow) as compared to the average activation for performance of the control task (blue/purple). Prominent foci of activation were found in the right superior temporal gyrus (STG; BA 22), including secondary auditory cortices, the left SMG (BA 40), and the left IFG (BA 44/45). Because of the small sample size, statistical significance of subject activations was determined using an ROI analysis, discussed later.
fMRI data
Data for subject ML are shown in Fig. 4 , where red/ yellow indicates regions of heightened activation during the musical task, and blue/purple shows regions of heightened activation during performance of the control task. Prominent foci of activation were present in many of the same regions as in the control subjects, including right secondary auditory cortex and the left SMG. Activation in the IFG was not apparent at this threshold. Activations were also found in left extrastriate cortex, the left parietal lobe (angular gyrus), and the orbital-frontal region. As with the control subject images, significance was determined using ROI analysis.
ROI analysis allowed us to compare the extent of functional activation in predefined regions between the sighted AP individuals and for subject ML. ROIs were defined for each of the three areas in the AP network-the right secondary auditory cortex, left IFG, and left SMG-and for the regions that we predicted may be sites of plasticity in blind individuals, including areas of the parietal lobe (the angular gyrus), and the extrastriate cortex (BA 18 and 19) . The average cluster size and summed signal intensity (SI) values for each ROI are shown in Table 1 . A transformed t test (see above) was used to compare SI values between subject ML and the reference subjects. t-values and p-values are presented in Table 1 . For activations that were visible in Figs. 3 and 4, Talaraich coordinates were calculated for the center of activation and those values are included in Table 1 , as well.
No differences were found between ML and the refer- ence group in the three regions of the AP network, (all t-values Ͻ .75; p Ͼ 0.30). Significant differences were found in the right and left angular gyrus, and in the left extrastriate cortex (all t-values Ͼ 4.00; p Ͻ 0.02). In all of these regions subject ML showed activation that was both more widespread and more intense. No difference was found in the right extrastriate cortex (t ϭ .77; p Ͼ 0.30).
Discussion
Subject ML showed similar activation to sighted AP musicians in the network previously identified as underlying absolute pitch. Included in this network were the right secondary auditory cortex, the left IFG, and the left SMG. These data suggest that subject ML's absolute pitch may stem from the same cortical network as sighted AP musicians and is not the byproduct of the recruitment of other visual or associative cortex.
In addition to these regions, ML also showed increased activation in visual and parietal association regions. These areas were not activated in the sighted AP subjects and suggest that ML may recruit them as accessory musical processing regions. The visual activations were in left BA 18 and 19. BA 18 corresponds to V2 and V3 and BA 19 includes V3a, V4, and V5. In sighted individuals, these regions play a critical role in integrating signals from the primary visual cortex and the function of these regions is known to be modified by top-down signals [18, 19] . A number of previous studies have shown that blind individuals may recruit these regions to process both auditory and somatosensory signals [1,6,10,16,17,29 -31,36] . To the best of our knowledge, however, this is the first report that they may be recruited for the processing of music.
The parietal activations in subject ML were focused in the right and left angular gyri. In sighted individuals, these areas contain multimodal cells that are responsible for integrating signals from visual, somatosensory and auditory systems [11, 35] . In the reference AP group, there was minimal activation in these regions. This is not surprising in that the task was exclusively auditory and would therefore be unlikely to activate cells that are typically involved in multisensory integration. However, data have shown that in early blind individuals these regions become dominated by nonvisual systems and do not require visual stimulation to be activated [7, 13, 15, 17, 30] . This is clearly the case in subject ML.
The recruitment of parietal and extrastriate regions by early blind individuals-as exemplified by subject ML-may be accounted for by early competition models of cortical development [4, 20] . Various data [21] have shown that in early life, the brain initially has a large number of synapses that undergo a period of intense dying off (at approximately 6 -12 years in humans). It is thought that the selection process that determines which synapses are maintained and which ones are eliminated takes place by competitive mechanisms. Thus, in the extrastriate and parietal regions of normal individuals, the strongest synapses in early life are primarily connections from basic visual regions. However, in blind individuals there is no visual input into the occipital and parietal lobules. Subsequently, the connections formed to these regions will be weak. Other cortical inputs, such as auditory or somatosensory, that would usually be eliminated may therefore dominate and remain into adult life. Thus, in early blind individuals, regions that are typically devoted to visual stimulus processing may instead function for other sensory modalities. This type of recruitment may account for reports of superior auditory and somatosensory skills in early blind individuals.
While our experimental paradigm was not sensitive to more general musical aptitude, subject ML is extraordinary in this regard. For example, because she is incapable of reading music, she learns all of her parts "by ear" and quickly memorizes them. She is often able to play back an entire piece after hearing it only once or twice. She is also held in the highest regard by her peers for her mastery of many of the intangible aspects of musical performance. In this regard, subject ML embodies the folkloric notion that because she is blind she has been able to develop superior musical abilities. Our data suggest a neurobiological basis for these reports. It is plausible that her remarkable musical aptitude may derive from the recruitment of visual cortical areas, thus allowing her to devote expanded neural networks to the performance of musical tasks.
Case studies have historically played an important role in psychology. Current theory and research on human memory is derived from observations of the densely amnesic patient H.M. Other case-studies have played critical roles in developing theories of visual cognition, emotion, and executive functions. Our data illustrate that new technologies such as fMRI can supplement the behavioral observations that are the mainstay of case reports. fMRI of single subjects provides the opportunity to understand the neural changes that accompany unusual talents or behaviors that tend to be rare or otherwise difficult to study. While it is impossible to extrapolate broad conclusions, such data may be useful to either refute or corroborate extant theories. In the present case, theories of neural plasticity predict specific changes that occur in early blind individuals. Our data are consistent with these theories and we extend previous findings by showing that these regions may be specifically recruited for musical processing in a blind musician with absolute pitch.
